MEETING SUMMARY June 17, 2020

Date and Time:

Wednesday, 17 June2020 at 4:00pm Mountain time

Where:

Online: Zoom

Committee Attendees: Caryn Ann Harlos, Joe Dehn, Ed Fochler, James Gholston
Other Attendees:

none

The meeting was called to order at 4:07pm Mountain time.
Records of Past Meetings: The minutes of the 3 June meeting were approved.
Records Archive: Caryn Ann reported she was able to bring the scanned material
back to the storage unit. She also picked up a binder from the storage unit to give to
a volunteer for scanning.
VHS Tapes: Caryn Ann reported that the VHS tapes were received by the
Development Director and are now at the digitizing company. There were between
250 ad 300 tapes; the shipping cost was more than we estimated, about $350, but
we won't have to pay for any of the digitization.
Categories: Caryn Ann reported she is continuing to work on this. In response to a
question about whether there is a way to search for uncategorized images, Ed said
he will look into it.
Site Statistics: Ed reported that traffic has been averaging 107 users/day.
Requests for Deletion: There was discussion of a request to delete "LNC Meeting
13 December 1993". This appeared to be an incorrect article title that had been left
as a redirect when the title was corrected; there was general agreement that pages
that merely reflect previous naming errors and to which nothing is referring can be
deleted without discussion (and generally don't call for a redirect to be left in the
first place).

Facebook Comment About Uploading: There was discussion of a comment saying
that it is too hard to upload documents to LPedia. It wasn't clear what the person
was trying to upload or why he found it hard. Joe left a reply offering to help; Caryn
Ann suggested that some people might find it easier to learn the procedure if we
provided an introductory video.
Nolan Collection: Ed reported that Joe Buchman wants to wait until after the
convention before shipping the material to us.
Convention: Caryn Ann reported that the convention will be providing us with a
table. There was discussion of staffing, given that several members of the committee
are unlikely to be present in Orlando. Ed indicated that he expects to be there and is
planning to bring a computer and scanner. It was decided that rather than a focus on
exhibiting material, we should present the table this year as providing a service – to
accept or scan material that convention attendees are willing to contribute. Joe
volunteered to draft a handout, which Caryn Ann said she would be able to print in
Orlando and arrange for distribution to the delegates.
Future Meetings: The next meeting is scheduled for 1 July 2020.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:45pm Mountain time.

